May 12, 2006 Khutbah:

Appreciating GOD’S Revealed Words & Knowledge.

I seek refuge in ALLAH from satan the rejected.
In the name of ALLAH, the Most Gracious, the Most Merciful.
Last week the sermon was on our “oaths” made with GOD, before being sent to earth. I
finished the sermon with verses 19:14 and 14:19, to show you that verses under these numbers
have God’s proofs consistent to what He has revealed to me. Let me proceed about our oaths:
Question: What about the majority of the people? Do they uphold their oaths with GOD,
and do they understand the Quran? Do they understand or appreciate these proofs? Do
they believe in all the messengers, which is a key component of our oaths? The answer:
2:99 We have sent down to you such clear revelations, and only the wicked will reject them.
2:100 Is it not a fact that when they make a covenant and pledge to keep it, some of them always
disregard it? In fact, most of them do not believe.
Revealed: The Allah letters are 15 and 14, the diff. is 1 – most people break their covenants with
GOD.
Revealed: my name letters are 22 and 21, the diff. is 1 – most people reject the messengers,
thereby violating GOD’S Absolute Authority. Most people will disbelieve in these Proofs of
GOD, thereby violating their Covenant with Him.
Revealed: 2:99 The Allah letters are 15, and my letters are 22, the diff. is 7
Revealed: 2:100 The Allah letters are 14, and my letters are 21, the diff. is 7 – the Seven Pairs.
Revealed: The Arabic letters for each verse are 42 and 43, the diff. is 1 – glory be to my Lord.
Revealed: The sum of verses is 99 + 100 = 199, and the Arabic letters comprising these verses
are 42 + 43 = 85. The diff. between 199 and 85 is precisely 114 – the number of chapters of the
Quran given to mankind to fulfill their oaths and covenants with GOD.
Revealed: The Allah letters in both verses are 29, and the Arabic letters in both verses are 85,
the sum is 114 also.
Revealed: The Allah letters for both verses are 29, and my letters are 43, the diff. is 14.
Revealed: My name letters in both verses are 43, and the Arabic letters are 85, the sum is 128,
being my last name, Husain. (Note: Go back and read these proofs again; you will notice
numerous revelations have been created by GOD out of just these 2 verses)
2:100 Part 1: Is it not a fact that when they make a covenant and pledge to keep it, some of them
always disregard it?
Part 2: In fact, most of them do not believe.
Messenger’s Letters: The G.V. of my letters are 374 and 264, the diff. is 110 – “most people
blaspheme and reject GOD’S Absolute Authority, by disregarding their covenants with Him.”
Another example of rejection of God’s Authority of 110 is through verse 58:16, which tells us
that the people use their oaths to repel from the path of GOD, instead of promoting the truth.
58:16 They used their oaths as a means of repelling from the path of GOD.
Revealed: The messenger’s letters are 14 – the Seven Pairs. Most do not believe in God’s
messengers, thereby rejecting His Authority.
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Revealed: The G.V. of Allah letters is precisely 110 – signifying the rejection of His authority,
by spreading falsehood and repelling from the path of GOD. (Praise be to Allah)
GOD has made it easy for the humans to recognize His Name, His Scriptures, His Proofs,
His messengers, and the Day of Judgment. Once you recognize the essentials, then the laws of
God are easy to understand. Follow the system, and you will be on the right path.
Recognizing GOD - what ought to be Recognized:
25:59 He is the One who created the heavens and the earth, and everything between them,
in six days, then assumed all authority.
(The chapter and verse number, readily convert to the Seven Pairs, to help you to identify
the Scripture and the LORD who sent it)
Chapter No. 25 (digits 2 + 5 = 7); Verse No. 59 (digits 5 + 9 = 14) These are proofs of the
Seven Pairs through which GOD reveals that He is the Creator of everything.
25:59: Pt. 2: The Most Gracious; ask about Him those who are well founded in knowledge.
*** How many people really know, or care to know, who “The Most Gracious” is, or whose
name it is? They wonder, “is God one or not?”
REVEALED: The G.V. of Allah letters is 67, and G.V. of my letters is 322, the diff. is 165, this
profound number is also a revelation given to me, and is the value of “Absoluteness” and of the
Shahadah “La Elaha Ella Allah.” This proves that your belief in the Absolute Authority of
ALLAH as ONE can only be put to the Test through the messengers.
Question: Which group of people really know GOD as He should be known?
1. Is it the ones who proclaim, believe fully, and follow the messengers,
2. Or is it the ones who violate their oaths by rejecting the messengers, and claim to know
Him?
**I will combine and connect 2 important verses on this subject, which reveals the answer.
25:59 The Most Gracious, ask about Him from those who are well founded in knowledge.
16:43 Ask those who know the Scripture, if you do not know.
ANSWER: The correct answer will tie in to point 1. The G.V. of Allah letters is 160 + 67 = 227
This number represents the G.V. of: The Believers – Al-Mumineen, proving that only believers
who follow messengers know and understand GOD, and the purpose of life.
It says above, “The Most Gracious, ask about Him.” (Who is the Most Gracious?)
The Most Gracious is ALLAH, as the Allah letters are 4, with a G.V. of Allah letters as 66,
spelling out and detailing His Name. Glory and Praise be to Him.
Recognizing the Scripture, the Truth, & the Knowledge contained in it:
6:20 Those to whom we have given the scripture recognize this (the Quran and its subsequent
revelations) as they recognize their own children. The ones who lose their souls are those who do
not believe. (see proofs in sermons of April 2006)
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2:146 Those who received the scripture recognize the Truth herein, as they recognize their own
children. Yet, some of them conceal the Truth, knowingly.
2:121 Those who received the scripture, and know it as it should be known, will believe in
this. As for those who disbelieve, they are the losers. (For proofs, see sermon of April 21, 2006)
Search for Guided and Truthful People:
16:43 Part 2: Ask those who know the Scripture, if you do not know.
*** How many followers of the Scripture do really know that God sends messengers inspired by
Him, or care to know? (The Proof on this verse is given on Page 2 of April 28, 2006 Khutbah.)
7:181 Among our creations, there are those who guide with the truth, and the truth renders them
righteous.
39:33-34 As for those who promote the truth, and believe therein, they are righteous. They will
get everything they wish at their Lord. Such is the reward for the righteous.
Recognizing God, Scripture & His Proofs:
27:93 And say, “Praise be to GOD; He will show you His proofs, until you recognize them.
Your Lord is never unaware of anything you do.”
Revealed: The Allah letters are 14, and my initials are 19, fulfilling the Prophecy of GOD about
Sacred Codes of 14 and 19. The messenger bearing the revelation of GOD’S name, ALLAH 66,
has now come: Difference in chapter 27 and verse 93 is 66 – Praise be to Allah
Recognizing the Messenger:
23:69 Have you failed to recognize your messenger? Is this why you are disregarding him?
*** How many people really know, or care to know, that messengers are sent by God to teach
and guide them? If they fail to believe and recognize the Scripture, the messenger, the laws of
God, then they will be guilty and their excuses on the Day of Judgment will not suffice.
Recognizing the Day of Resurrection:
30:56 Those who are blessed with knowledge and faith will say, “You have lasted, according to
God’s decree, until the Day of Resurrection. Now, this is the Day of Resurrection, but you failed
to recognize it.”
30:57 Thus, no apology, on that day, will benefit the transgressors, nor will they be excused.
*** How many people really know or believe in the Day of Resurrection? Since they do not,
they will be shocked and lost on that Day as they failed to recognize it.
79:8 Certain minds will be terrified.
79:9 Their eyes will be subdued.
79:10 They will say, “We have been recreated from the grave!”
79:11 How did this happen after we had turned into rotten bones?
79:12 They had said, “This is an impossible recurrence.”
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79:13 All it takes is one nudge.
79:14 Whereupon they get up.
A Miracle for the Disbelievers to Reflect upon:
These are precisely 7 verses, ending on Verse 14, reflecting the Miracle of the Seven Pairs.
The Allah letters are 42, while my name letters are 41, revealing the diff. of 1. This proves
that GOD is 1, the Day of Judgment is inevitable, and the messenger sent to deliver His
message is truthful, warning you about the Day of Accountability.
The G.V. of Allah letters is 297; revealing the word – “rasoola – a messenger.”
The knowledge of the Hereafter as well as the timing of the Year of Resurrection is also
revealed through the messengers. This will now be confirmed by another verse.
Question: Whose command & nudge would make the humans stand up?
“Read the proven answer:”
79:13-14 All it takes is one nudge. Whereupon they get up.
Proven Truth: The G.V. of Allah letters is 66, spelling out His name, ALLAH. (Glorified)
***Now reflect on this profound truth through the Sacred Codes:
37:19 All it takes is one nudge, whereupon they (stand up) looking.
79:14 Whereupon they get up.
REFLECT: The verse numbers are 19 and 14, representing the Sacred Codes.
REFLECT: my name letters are 10 + 4 = 14 ------------ the Seven Pairs.
36:52 They will say, “Woe to us. Who resurrected us from our death? This is what the Most
Gracious has promised. The messengers were right.”
“THE MESSENGERS WERE RIGHT.”
Revealed: The G.V. of Allah letters 61 plus G.V. of the messenger 322, the sum is 383.
The G.V. of Al-Quran is 383, and through His Scripture, God has proven that His
messengers are right and truthful.
An Honest Admission by the Believers on Day of Judgment:
7:43 Part of Vs: They will say, “GOD be praised for guiding us. We could not possible be
guided, if it were not that GOD has guided us. The messengers of our LORD did bring the truth.”
Revealed: The Allah letters are 35, and my letters are 36, the diff. is 1 – glory be to my Lord.
A Remorseful Admission by the Disbelievers:
7:53 Part of Vs: Are they waiting until all (prophecies) are fulfilled? The day such fulfillment
comes to pass, those who disregarded it in the past will say, “The messengers of our LORD have
brought the truth.
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Revealed: The Allah letters are 22, and my letters are 41, the diff. is 19 – glory be to my Lord.
***You have witnessed through verses 7:43 and & 7:53, the revelation of 1 and 19 through the
name of Allah (letters), and of His messenger, Makbool Husain’s (letters).The truth, the
guidance, as well as the prophecies, are hereby proved and confirmed to be delivered and
fulfilled through God’s messengers.
Your worship, praise and glorification for GOD, is not accepted by Him till you believe
in Him and follow His messengers. It is only accepted from the “righteous.”
5:27 Part of Vs:
“GOD accepts only from the righteous.”
Revealed: my name initials are 14 - the Seven Pairs, and my letters are 15, the diff. is1.
The reason for this is: By rejecting the messenger sent by GOD under His Authority, you
create idols beside GOD. Therefore, all your worship of GOD is nullified by Him.
7:54 Part of Verse: “Most Exalted is ALLAH, Lord of the Universe.”
Revealed: The Allah letters are 8, and my letters are 9, the diff. is 1 – worship of GOD by
accepting His Authority and Commands, through His messenger.
Revealed: The G.V. of Allah letters is 128, revealing my last name, Husain, out of His mercy.
Revealed: The G.V. of my letters is 224, a multiple of 14, revealing the Code of Seven Pairs.
7:43 Part of Verse: They will say, “GOD be praised.”
Revealed: The Allah letters are 8, and my letters are 9, the diff. is 1 – the praise is uttered by the
believers and accepted only from them.
Revealed: The G.V. of Allah letters is 128, revealing my last name, Husain, out of His mercy.
Revealed: The G.V. of my letters is 280, a multiple of 14, revealing the Code of Seven Pairs.
In the above two examples of praise and exaltation for GOD through 7:54 and 7:43,
you will note that GOD has revealed the “revelation of 1”; revealed my name; and revealed
the Code of Seven Pairs through my name letters. The verses above are Sacred, and it is an
immense mercy of GOD to reveal what He has revealed. Why will the believers praise
GOD? The answer is: “in appreciation of GOD having guided them through His
messengers.” The following part of verse proves this:
7:43 Part of Verse: They will say, “GOD be praised for guiding us.”
Revealed: The Allah letters are 12, and the G.V. of these letters is 165.
What do these numbers reflect? The G.V. for His Shahadah is 165, as well as for His attribute
of “Al-Samad.” (the Absoluteness) The initial step to Submission is through His Shahadah – La
Elaha Ella Allah. (G.V.165) By reciting this, you accept His Absoluteness (Al-Samad, G.V. 165)
over all creations and commands. By accepting His messengers and the messages, you are thus
accepting GOD as 1 - with the Absolute Authority, to do as He pleases. This is the reason the
believers will utter the statement of praise for GOD in having guided them, through His
messengers. NOTE BELOW:
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7:43 Part of Vs: “We could not possibly be guided, if it were not that GOD has guided us. The
messengers of our LORD did bring the truth.”
Proven Admission of Believers: The Allah letters are 23, my letters are 24, the diff. is 1 – The
Believer’s utterances - pre-recorded and pre-determined - for the Day of Judgment – are hereby
confirmed by the Most Wise, in a proven form.
***A Reminder for the Believers to be Sincere, and not to pollute their Belief:
The believers following me are being put to the test – though they are very small tests – and their
belief and faith will be exposed sooner or later. The inevitable consequence for those who fail in
these tests is the nullification of their religion by GOD. This happens when some believers have
doubts about GOD’S Absolute Authority, and they prove it by failing to respond to the
messenger’s call. This represents a weak faith, whereby they have given importance to their
worldly life over God and His messenger. God likes sincere believers – the ones who really
strive in His cause and are willing to take orders and respond to the messenger when he calls on
them. The doubt of the hypocrites in the messenger, is given through a precedent of Jesus, who
was inspired by GOD to test them, and separate the loyal and obedient followers from those who
had doubts and were disobedient.
3:52 When Jesus sensed their disbelief, he said, “Who are my supporters towards GOD?” The
disciples said, “We are GOD’S supporters;” we believe in GOD, and bear witness that we are
submitters.
61:14 O you who believe, be GOD’S supporters, like the disciples of Jesus, son of Mary. When
he said to them, “Who are my supporters towards GOD,” they said, “We are GOD’S supporters.”
Thus a group from the Children of Israel believed, and another group disbelieved. We helped
those who believed against their enemy, until they won.
Revealed: The Aleefs are 20 and 34, the diff. is 14 – proven through the Seven Pairs, with
Aleef representing the Absolute Authority of GOD.
Revealed: The verse numbers assigned to these important verses are 52 + 14 = 66 ALLAH. The
1st occurrence is 3:52, which is the value of Quran, while the 2nd occurrence is in the chapter
having 14 verses. Note the Signs of GOD.
The Most Gracious notes the reaction of the believers when the messenger addresses them, and
accordingly, they are sorted out. Note the details in parts of verse, as follows:
Question: (3:52) “Who are my supporters towards GOD?”
Answer: (3:52) The disciples said, “We are GOD’S supporters.”
Revealed: The Aleefs are 5 and 6, the diff. is 1.
Revealed: The Allah letters are 10 and 11, the diff. is 1.
***Did Jesus sense doubt and disbelief when he advocated GOD’S Absolute Authority?
Part of Vs: (3:52) When Jesus sensed their disbelief
Part of Vs: (3:52) he said, “Who are my supporters towards GOD?”
Revealed: my name letters are 11 and 10, the diff. is 1. GOD has authorized me to separate
the loyal, obedient believers, at some point in time, from the doubtful and disobedient ones, by
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using the same language, and then hearing your response. If the response is as follows, then you
will be counted in.
Part of Vs: (3:52) The disciples said, “We are GOD’S supporters.”
Part of Vs: 3:52) We believe in GOD, and bear witness that we are submitters.
Test of Absoluteness of GOD: The Aleefs are 6 and 6, revealing the pattern of 66 – Allah.
Test through Messenger: my name letters are 14 and 14 for each part – the Seven Pairs, when
placed side by side as 1414, the answer is 7 x 202, revealing the glorified name of the “LORD.”
If you would like to see the wisdom behind these verses and in parts of them, observe
what I am going to show you. GOD is providing enormous proofs and details by breaking them
down in small parts to reveal what you never knew before.
3:53 Part 1: “Our LORD, we have believed in what You have sent down.”
Part 2: “And we have followed the messenger, count us among the witnesses.”
Revealed: The Aleefs are 5 and 6, the diff. is 1 – the believers reverence GOD’S Absoluteness.
3:53 Part 1: Our Lord, we have believed in what You have sent down.
Part 2: And we have followed the messenger.
Part 3: Count us among the witnesses.
Revealed: my name letters are 8 – 7 – 6, revealing the diff. of 1 – glory and praise be to GOD.
61:14 Part of Vs: O you who believe, be GOD’S supporters.
Proof: The Allah letters are 14, and my letters are 14 also. This means that you cannot support
GOD, till you support His messenger.
Part of Vs: “Who are my supporters towards GOD? They said, “We are GOD’S supporters.”
Proof: The Allah letters are 19 – GOD’S command and advice will be heeded by the sincere
believers when the messenger makes a call, and is proven through the Sacred Codes of 14 & 19.
*** It is my sincere wish and desire that you understand, follow, and appreciate whatever
comes from GOD. Do not be like those who rejected God’s revelations in the past, and were
sent astray by Him. The hidden benefits of any teachings always become apparent later on.
The rewards of God promised for the believers who fulfill their oaths – and remember, as
you read or hear this, ask yourself: “are you fulfilling the oaths that you made with GOD
as each day goes by?” The time cannot be rolled back, and each day brings you closer to
death.
Peace be upon the messengers.
PRAISE BE TO ALLAH, LORD OF THE UNIVERSE
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